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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So today I’m going to talk about Linguistis Analysis of Academic texts, and more specifically about PhD Students’ Articles
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Why Describe Academic Discourse 
?

From a linguistic point of view : 
To identify conventions and argumentative 
strategies to build a disciplinary culture (Hyland, 
2006)

“We cannot separate our view of the work of 
science from our view of the praxis by which the 
work is realised” 

(Bazerman, 1988)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In which way do we want to describe academic discourse, or more exactly, scientific texts ?-First, it is useful from a linguistic point of view : To identify conventions and argumentative strategies that we use to build a disciplinary culture, to use Hyland’s terminology To quote Chuck Bazerman « we cannot separate our view of the work of science from our view of the praxis by which the work is realized ». (Bazerman)- From an educational point of view : we try to analyse academic discourse to better understand the article genre : To bring to light students’ writing practices , as  well as our ownTo raise awareness of the procedures by which we “construct” a field. 
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Why Describe Academic Discourse ?

From an educational point of view : 
To raise awareness of the procedures by which 
we “construct” a field.
To bring to light students’ writing practices -as 
well as our own.

« A better understanding of texts and their 
structural properties has important applications 
to writing instructions and reading 
comprehension » 

(Tardi & Swales, 2008)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- From an educational point of view : we try to analyse academic discourse to better understand the article genre : To bring to light students’ writing practices , as  well as our ownTo raise awareness of the procedures by which we “construct” a field. To quote Chuck Bazerman « we cannot separate our view of the work of science from our view of the praxis by which the work is realized ». (Bazerman)
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How to Describe Academic Discourse ?

Two general issues have been the focus of 
recent studies (US, UK & continental 
Europe) :

Research field (cf. Hyland & Bondi 2006) 
and national culture : the common and 
specific features in different scientific 
disciplines or in different languages (Fløttum 
& al. 2007, KIAP project)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past ten years there have been quite  a lot of studies in cross disciplinary variation in written academic discourse ; these studies highlight the common and the specific characteristics in different scientific disciplines or in different cultures or languages. For instance, Hyland & Bondi published a book in 2006 that focuses on English academic discourse in all kinds of disciplines. Other studies like the KIAP project from Norway deals with languages (that is English, French and Norwegian) AND with disciplines (that is medicine, economics and linguistics).
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How to Describe Academic 
Discourse ?

Donahue (2008) : in Europe, one 
emerging focus (among others) :

The degree of expertise of authors : what are 
students' and experts' lexico-grammatical 
strategies in journal articles ? (Rinck 2006)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AsTiane Donahue explains in her very recent book, In Europe, there is an emerging interest for comparing scientific texts in relation to the degree of expertise of authors ; in other words, we try to identify the specificities of the student’s practices compared to experts’ practices. This is our research group’s main interest at the moment. For instance, a whole PHD dissertation was written by Fanny Rinck about the differences in the lexical and grammatical strategies used by students and experts in journal articles. I don’t have time to present it now, but the reference is in the bibliographyKIAPThe aim was to describe the genre of the research article with a point of departure in certain linguistic features that may point to similarities and differences between articles written in different languages and within different disciplines. In this comparative project, articles in three different languages (English, French and Norwegian) from three different disciplines (linguistics, economics and medicine) have been studied. Cultural Identity in Academic Prose: national versus discipline-specific), which shows that discipline plays a more important role than language with regard to cultural identities.
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A linguistic analysis

3 theoretical issues (Fløttum, 2003, KIAP 
project)

1. Authorial presence and stance
2. The author’s self-promotion in their research
3. The expression of other researchers’ 

voice(s)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another specificity of European research in academic discourse is a preference for a linguistic analysis of texts. Similar to the KIAP project, the questions we ask are related to 3 theoretical issues, linked to the “expression of person” (I’m not sure that is the right term):Authorial presence and stance : How do article authors manifest themselves in the texts? How authors promote their own research: How are the authors' attitudes expressed through the presentation of their own research? The manifestation of other researchers’ voice(s) : How are the voices of others reflected? this third point I will explain now
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PhD students’ articles

A dual status
Training to be a researcher by doing research

To be a scientific author requires full 
responsibility of one’s own assertions.
PHD students then face one major 
problem: they still consider themselves as 
writers-to-be

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PhD students’ articles have A dual statusTraining to be a researcher by doing researchThe problem is that To be a scientific author means that you take full responsibility for your claims.This requirement is a major problem for student-writers, because they don’t see/identify themselves as expert writers but as “apprentice”-writersTherefore, because of this special status, for us it was interesting to compare PHD students’ articles and experts’ ones. I’m now going to talk about one of these recent studies
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How do authors refer to others? 
(Rinck, Boch et Grossmann, 2007)

Corpus of 44 French linguistic articles (1998-
2003)

– 22 articles by experts
– 22 articles by PhD students

Hypothesis 
- PhD students follow academic conventions 

more than experts (Bourdieu, 2001)
- Their way of referring to other authors is more 

canonical

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do authors refer to others? Rinck, Boch et Grossmann, did a study in 2007  based on a Corpus of 44 French linguistic articles (1998-2003)22 articles by experts22 articles by PhD studentsOur Hypothesis  was PhD students follow academic conventions more than experts because as « newcomers in the scientific field ».Their ways of referring to other auhors are more canonical
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Reference to sources
Variety of ways to refer to sources 

1. Document : author’s name + date (Chomsky, 
1993)

2. List of documents (Sperber & Wilson, 1989 ; Rossi, 
1971 ; Di Cristo, 1978 )

3. Author’s name (d’après Searle; la linguistique 
saussurienne)

4. Name of approach or schools of thought (les 
structuralistes, la grammaire transformationnelle)

5. General mention (les études sur, les définitions 
de…)

6. No mention of source (il a été montré que…)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a Variety of ways to refer to sources Text : author’s name + date, canonical form (Chomsky, 1993)There is also a list of texts (Sperber & Wilson, 1989 ; Rossi, 1971 ; Di Cristo, 1978 )Author’s name, without any date (d’après Saussure ; la linguistique saussurienne, la théorie searlienne. , Saussurian linguisticsName of approach or schools of thought (les structuralistes, la grammaire transformationnelle, Selon les cognitivistes ), transformationnal grammar, according to cognitivistsGeneral mention (les études sur, les analyses, les définitions de…) studies on, definitions of, analysis ofWe could also make no mention of a specific source Passive and impersonal, with expressions as (le nom propre est le plus souvent considéré comme , il a été montré que…) it has been shown
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Reference to sources

Number of references

Fewer for the PhD students (Ave. 39,5 vs. 73,3)
But never less than 8 references per paper
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thus,looking at all the different ways of refering to sources, here the bar chart shows that PhD students made fewer references, even though every student made at least 8 references (some of the experts may NOT refer at all). One explanation for this is that students know they HAVE to refer to sources but they might only cite sources that directly concern the idea they are trying to express. They might not see the need to relate their idea to a wider perspective.
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Reference to sources
Types of references

Fewer names of authors (saussurien) or schools (les 
structuralistes)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
<the bar chart shows that, for each type of reference, PhD students generally use fewer references. That is statistically very significant for two types of references : the name of author (without any date) and the name of an approach : one explanation for this might be that students do not have sufficient knowledge of their field. But we think also that the student-writer has trouble using such names of schools or approaches because he might not feel « legitimate » : in other words, the student-writer might not feel he has the right to adopt an expert standpoint. Experts are allowed to name paradigms, to offer a panoramic view of the field, and to propose changes to the structure of the field. 
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Reference to sources

Canonical use of genre 
– Number of references 
– References to texts (author + date)

Field knowledge : “showing”
Legitimacy
– Assuming the role of a field expert
– Overview of the field

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, to sum up:The PhD students show a canonical use of the article genre in two ways. Whereas experts show a wide range in the number of references they make, PhD students use, on average, about 10. They don’t use many more or many less. Secondly, the PhD students tend to refer to sources, by using author plus date, which is the prototypical way of doing it. In terms of their field knowledge, PhD students are “showing” what they know, without trying to explain how things are related to each other.Legitimacy is another problem which PhD students face. To what extent do they feel that they CAN assume the role of a field expert? To what extent do they feel capable of giving an overview of a field?
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Conclusion (1)

Unique features of PhD students’ 
articles
– Canonical model of the article
– Guiding the reader

Teaching implications
– How to teach the article genre?

– The use of articles as models for PhD 
students?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To conclude, I’ve tried to show how PhD students follow the “rules” more closely in terms of reference to sources. But this also applies to how they guide the reader. I don’t have the time here to present the results of Fanny Rinck’s study into this, but she used a much larger corpus to show that experts are often less “reader friendly” because they give the reader fewer explicit signposts. Therefore, PhD students’ published articles might actually be better as teaching models than experts’ published articles, because the PhD students’ writing is more canonical. 
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Conclusion (2)

Two areas for further research
– Evolution of the novice’s model

– Evolution of the genre : influence of the 
domination of English in academia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The work presented here raises at least two issues for further research.First, are these traits temporary? If so, then how does the novice’s model evolve over time? Could longitudinal studies reveal interesting stages or phases in a writer’s “writing” career?Secondly, maybe the way that PhD students write reveals that the very genre is evolving or CAN evolve or SHOULD evolve. For example, a series of studies linked to the KIAP project in Bergen, show that research articles in English are more “reader friendly” …. which is similar to the way PhD students write. And, PhD students tend to read more research articles in English- because there are more- and they speak English, better than earlier generations of French researchers. So what does this mean for the future of that genre ? That remains to be seen. Thank you very muchacaDEmia
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« As teachers, if we provide our students with only the 
formal trappings of the genres they need to work in, 
we offer them nothing more than unreflecting slavery 
to current practice and no means to ride the change 
that inevitably will come in the forty to fifty years they 
will practice their professions. We do better to grant 
ourselves and our students means to understand the 
forms of life embodied in current symbolic practice, to 
evaluate the consequences of the received rhetoric, 
and to attempt to transform our rhetorical world when 
such transformation appears advisable. »

Bazerman (1988)
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